Irish Research Council (IRC) Government of Ireland
Postgraduate Scholarship Programme 2023
UCC Research Information Session for applicants 16th
September 2022
Dr Irene Kavanagh
Research Officer, Office of the VP for Research and Innovation.

About this information session
• Dr Gerard McGlacken: Lecturer, Organic and Pharmaceutical
Chemistry & Chair of the College of Science, Engineering and Food
Science (SEFS) Research Committee.
➢Supervisor perspective & advice
• Dr Irene Kavanagh: Research Officer, UCC Research, OVPRI
➢How to write/structure/develop a competitive application.
• Dr Aoife Coffey: Research Data Coordinator, Research & Digital
Services
➢Data Management.

• Ms Patricia Deasy: Research Support Services, IRC funding
administrator.
➢The application process & admin
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IRC GOI Postgraduate
Scholarship 2023
How to write/structure/develop a competitive application
Dr Irene Kavanagh
Research Officer, UCC Research, Office of the VP for Research and Innovation.

This session and overall research
support is not to replace your
supervisor’s support
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About the IRC GOI Postgraduate
Scholarship
• Highly competitive, with an average success rate of 18% over the past
five years.
• Successful awardees under the programme are recognised as
demonstrating world-class potential as future research leaders.

• A national initiative, funded by the Department of Further and Higher
Education, Research, Innovation and Science, and managed by the
IRC, which offers the following:
➢individual, prestigious awards for excellent research in the name of
the applicant;
➢an objective selection process using international, independent
expert peer review;
➢funding across all disciplines;
➢Pioneering proposals addressing new and emerging fields of
research or those introducing creative, innovative approaches are
welcomed;
➢Proposals of an interdisciplinary nature are also encouraged.

What is funded?
• New entrant to the postgraduate degree for which they
are seeking funding is eligible to apply for funding for the
full duration of the degree.

• Applicants who have already completed part of the
postgraduate degree for which they are seeking funding,
the duration of funding to be awarded is dependent on
the type of degree being pursued and the date of first
registration – see the Call Document
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Evaluation
Assessment 3 stage process
• IRC will carry out an eligibility check
• Each application is assessed by an outer international assessment
board (IAB) at least two independent, international reviewers. Each
assessor submits their evaluation, and the applications are ranked in
order of merit.
• The top ranked applications are then referred onto an additional
inner IAB where they are assessed by two further independent,
international reviewers before being discussed at an inner IAB panel
meeting relevant to the particular funding stream.

Evaluation Criteria
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Evaluation Criteria
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Applicant – track record
TRACK RECORD

Bachelor's degree (or equivalent):
If your degree results refer to a grading system other than the Irish honours system (first class honours,
upper second class (2.1) honours etc.) or the 4.0 grade point average scale, please explain the grading
system being referred to in the free text box provided.
Institution:
Graduation date:
dd/mm/yyyy
Qualification type and name:

Is this degree complete?

Yes: 

No: 

If yes: Final grade or grade point average:

If no: Please include the grade from the last completed year of the degree in question:

Please note that any conditional offer will be dependent on the final grade for this degree meeting the
eligibility requirement of the programme.
All degree results as entered in the application form and endorsed by the host institution must be the
applicant’s overall results and verifiable as such on official transcripts…
Any additional information relating to this degree or your final grade can be included here:
Max 300 words

This section also asks you to
provide details on other
undergraduate qualifications,
Masters (if applicable), other
education

Tips
• You must have transcripts of your qualifications
• In the box which requests for additional info relating to
the degree/education:
o Give details of research-related
courses/modules/workshops skills training undertaken
o Give any details indicating excellence, any prizes,
awards, etc.
• Undergraduate
o Low undergraduate grades should be addressed and
explained by the applicant. It is perfectly acceptable
to be on an ‘upward trajectory’ - turn it into a
strength.
o Give details of any minor dissertation.
• Master’s
o Outline thesis topic & explain how your Master’s thesis
informs your proposed PhD; is your PhD a continuation
of your Master’s?
o Demonstrate how the research skills developed during
your Masters equip you to complete a PhD
• Be careful about tunnel vision and narrowing focus on
a topic already explored in detail at undergraduate or
master’s level.
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Applicant – additional track record
Tips
• Include relevant experience
• Avoid repetition.
• Avoid vague claims which cannot be
substantiated.
• Align your academic/ research/work
experience with your ability to carry out the
proposed research - giving clear evidence of
your potential for research.

• Lab internships: indicate whether it was
compulsory as part of your course, or
voluntary.
• Highlight any work submitted for publication

or identify work that could lead to a
publication.
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Applicant – Personal Statement
Tips
•

The personal statement is not a CV, nor an
autobiography; it should be understood as
justifying the applicant’s suitability for the research
proposed (and thus the funding requested).

•

Link qualities, experience, education directly to
your ability and suitability to undertake the
proposed research.

•

Be objective, focus on facts, avoiding an
informal/emotional tone

•

Provide explicit examples and avoid

generic/vague statements.
•

Do give insights regarding your motivations to
undertake the proposed research, aligning with
your prior relevant experience to date.

•

Non-academic as well as academic experience
can be included here provided it is relevant.
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Personal Statement – what to avoid
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Career Development & Training Plan
Tips
• Answer each of the questions.

• Fully engage with the Vitae website and Researcher
Development Framework that is specifically
recommended by the IRC.
• Be specific and realistic with your career goals,

without being too conservative.
• Show evidence that you have audited your skillset/knowledge/experience to date and identify
knowledge gaps.
• In this way identify training requirements – and link
this to the 'Specialist Knowledge’ section in the
Academic career path: consider how will
this be achieved e.g. demand for
expertise, growth areas, global demand (or
lack thereof).
Career path outside academia: Remember
- “employment outside the traditional
academic sector” is part of the criteria to
which assessors score this section

Proposed Research.
• Give consideration to transferable skills.
• Identify what training requirements can be met by
the host institution; link to the section on Proposed
Research-reasons for choosing supervisor/institution.
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Project – General Points
•
•
•
•

•
•

Proposals should be written by the applicant with some input and assistance
from the proposed supervisor/ mentor.
Do engage with your proposed UCC academic supervisor, particularly
regarding this section.
Be clear and concise – a focused project description is favoured over a
lengthy one – consider short paragraphs, rather than long, continuous text.
Critical/independent thinking:
➢ Focus on strengthening the relationship between literature review,
research questions and research design.
➢ Explain, analyse and interrogate the intellectual foundations of the
proposal and articulate a clear conceptual framework.
➢ Where appropriate, explain not only why a particular approach is
being taken, but also why other approaches are not being employed.
Literature Review: Keep this focused, concise and relevant – focus on
specific questions when outlining the scope of the review – link to your
research aims and research questions/objectives.
Be specific in all areas of this section and avoid vague statements e.g. be
precise in terms of your research questions, contribution to knowledge,
methodologies, design of the project and anticipated outcomes.
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Project – Abstract, Aims & Objectives
Tips

Lay Abstract: Please provide a lay abstract for
your proposed research, which will be used to
inform a non-expert audience: Max 300 words

•

Avoid technical jargon

•

Indicate what is being proposed and why,
rather than just giving background

Aims/Objectives: Please provide details of
your proposed research to include (a) aims,
objectives and central research questions of
the project, (b) how existing literature on the
topic has been used to inform the proposal
and (c) how the project will advance state of
the art and make a contribution to existing
knowledge: Max 500 words

Tips
•

Given the reviewer what is asked for clearly detail the aims, the objectives and

the research questions. Include hypotheses
and predictions too.
•

Be realistic about the aims and objectives of
the project, don't be overly ambitious.
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Project – Design & Methodologies
Please detail the research design and
methodologies to be employed in carrying
out your scholarship which should be
described in sufficient detail to
demonstrate your thorough understanding
of the research topic: Max 500 words

Tips
•

The rationale for adopting the methodology needs
to be specified as do the design and techniques to
be used.

•

Be clear and specific – outline exactly what you will

be doing .
•

Avoid just listing a series of techniques – outline how
a specific experimental approach addresses a

•

Never assume that your reviewers
will be familiar with your

•

research question.

•

Consider both the strengths and

methods/methodologies.

weaknesses/limitations of the design and offer critical

Break up the text using headings

reflection on the potential limitations of the chosen

and subheadings, (which act like

methodology.

a set of sign posts) so that your
reviewer can easily navigate your
proposed work.

•

Identify any training you will need to undertake the
proposed research (*link to other relevant sections).
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Project - Project Management
Management: Please provide a schedule to
include (a) milestones and deliverables for
completion of the proposed research, (b)
risks that might endanger reaching these
deliverables and (c) the contingency plans
to be put in place in order to mitigate these
risks: Max 500 words

Tips
• Break the project down into specific work packages
with specific milestones and deliverables.

• Detail the timetable for completing each work
package / experiment – be realistic!
• You are required to identify the potential risks
associated with the proposed research and to identify

contingency plans.
• Identify 3-4 key risks and outline possible solutions.
Please describe any specialist knowledge or
Tips
data required to undertake your proposed • Link to your Career Development & Training Plan
research, such as language competency,
• Be realistic.
technical skills or use of specialist software. If
this knowledge or data is not already in place, • Detail where any pre-existing data is currently located,
details should be provided as to how it will be
and how you will request and gain access to this data.
acquired over the course of the scholarship:
• Specify the equipment and facilities that will be
Max 500 words

available to you in UCC
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Project - Project Dissemination
Please outline your plans for the dissemination and
knowledge exchange of your research, including
publications,
conference
attendance,
poster
presentations, reports and outreach activities. Details
should also be provided as to how the impact of your
research will be measured: Max 500 words

Tips
•

Break your target market into academic
and non-academic segments and then
break these down into beneficiaries and
audiences.

•

Dissemination plans need to go beyond
listing academic outputs, and, where

•

Networking and being creative about how
to communicate your research to
academics and wider society is a very
important part of research.

•

applicable, consider engagement with

Impact: Consider as to how the proposed

wider (non-academic) audience.

•

Have a dissemination strategy: give a
rationale for dissemination strategies that
will be utilised.

research will advance state of the art and
make a contribution to existing knowledge
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Project - Ethics & Gender
Tips

Ethics: Please provide a statement
detailing the careful consideration
you have given to the ethical
implications of the proposed
research (where ethical issues may
arise) and how you plan address
these over the course of your
scholarship: Max 500 words
Gender:
Please
provide
a
statement detailing whether there
is
a
potential
sex/gender
dimension to be considered in
carrying out your research. If
your research involves any of the
above,
please
indicate
how
potential sex/gender issues will be
handled. In particular, you are
asked to reference the points
mentioned in the 'checklist for
sex/gender in research content' in
the Guide for Applicants: Max 500
words

• Research Ethics applies to all researchers who conduct research
that involves human and animal subjects.
• Reference any appropriate institutional ethical guidance.
• Give a full account of the ethical implications/consent issues etc.

Tips
•

Do not be dismissive about the sex/gender dimension – consider

the possible gender implications of the project.
•

If the research involves interviews/recruitment of participants,
numbers of males and females should depend on the issue under
investigation.

•

Where appropriate try and reflect on wider issues of inclusivity

Be brief when outlining that there are no relevant ethical issues or a
sex/gender dimension to the project.
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Environment –Supervisor & Institution
Please outline your reasons for choosing your
proposed (a) academic supervisor(s) and (b)
higher education institution making particular
reference to how the chosen supervisor and
institution Max 400 words:

Tips – Supervisor
•

You should be engaging with your proposed
supervisor ahead of the application.

•

IRC are looking for Supervisors with a strong
research track record and supervisory
experience. So give strong examples of both.

Tips-Institution

•

Do not simply repeat the information about UCC but seek to relate this to your proposed
project.

•

This is your opportunity to demonstrate the excellence of your proposed research
environment and how it will impact on your research and career development.

•

How does your proposal align with research strategies in your proposed School/College &
UCC?

•

Consider supports/infrastructure/facilities/training at a School/College & institutional level.
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Top Tips
• Do not leave writing this application to the last minute.
• You should be engaging with your proposed supervisor.
• Proof-read! Your supervisor should view drafts of your proposal and
especially review the final draft before submission.
• Never assume that your reviewers know what you are writing about – avoid
jargon and using unexplained discipline-specific information and
acronyms.

• Reviewers will have a lot of applications to review and that you need
to make yours stand out
• Give reviewers a proposal that is clearly laid out, is easy to navigate and
easy to read – be strategic in aligning different sections of the application
but avoid repetition.

• Although it is important to remain formal in the IRC application you may
use the first person.
• Be specific, avoid vague unsubstantiated statements – give examples
and/or reference to back what you are saying.
• Stick to the word count.
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Remember…
• Do not disclose your gender in uploaded PDFs. Use initials instead of
first names if you have a publication listed in the bibliography.
➢Supervisors/mentors and referees must be careful not to reveal
the gender of the applicant using gendered pronouns or
including reference lists with their name on it.
• Plagiarism, defined by the IRC as the appropriation of another
person’s ideas, processes, results, or words without giving appropriate
credit
• Applications will be randomly checked for evidence of
plagiarism.
• This applies to ALL sections of the application
➢Copy & Paste is not your friend! Do not copy and paste excerpts
of texts, this includes text in websites/links and all documentation,
e.g. if you are outlining facilities/supports/training offered by UCC,
do not copy and paste from the website and/or guidance/policy
documents.
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Resources
Your proposed supervisor!!!
IRC
• Call-document-for-GOI-2023.pdf (research.ie)
• GOIPG_2023_Applicant-form.docx (live.com)
• Applicants-Guide-to-the-Online-System_GOIPG-2023.pdf (research.ie)
• General-Application-Feedback-2023.pdf (research.ie)
• FAQs
UCC
• Research Ethics UCC
• IRC Government of Ireland Funding Calls 2023 - support for postgraduate and postdoctoral
applicants | University College Cork (ucc.ie)
• Home - Research Data Service - UCC Library at University College Cork
Research Officers & support
IRC GoI PHd scholarship 2022 Help Pack
• Allen White – Arts & Social Science allen.white@ucc.ie
• Sean Lucey – Business & Law
sean.lucey@ucc.ie
• Ashleigh Byrne – Medicine & Health ashleigh.byrne@ucc.ie
• Aidan O’Toole – Tyndall
aidan.otoole@tyndall.ie
• Application admin/eligibility queries: Patricia Deasy – Research Support Services; IRC
Application Administration patricia.deasy@ucc.ie
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